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One studying the problem of Mayer in the calculus of variations and in-

vestigating the sufficient conditions is naturally led to inquire whether it may

be possible to extend the Hubert theory to cover this problem, as has been

done in the case of the Lagrange problem through the work of A. Mayer and

Bolza.t In Kneser's extensive studies of the fields available for the Mayer

problem* no use is made of an integral analogous to that of Hubert. In the

present paper such an integral is constructed. It is also shown that the con-

ditions for this integral to be independent of the path are equivalent to con-

ditions upon the field of extremals consistent with those found by Kneser and

analogous to those characterizing the "Mayer fields" of the Lagrange problem.

1. The Hilbert integral and a Weierstrass theorem

The Mayer problem here considered may be formulated as follows: Among

all systems of functions yo (x), yx (x), ..., yn (x) which satisfy the m -f1

differential equations

(1)     q>a(x,y0,yi,...,yn,yó,yí,...,yn) = 0    (a — 0, 1,..., m; m < n)

and for which y0,..., yH take on fixed values y0íí..., ynl at x = xt, while

yi,... ,yn take fixed values yn,... ,yn, at x = x,, it is required to deter-

mine a system giving yo (%t) a minimum. Primes here, and throughout the

paper, indicate derivatives with respect to x.

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1920.

t Mayer's three papers Über den Hübertsclien Unabhängigkeitssatz in der Theorie des

Maximums und Minimums der einfachen Integrale, Berichte über die Verhand-

lungen der Königlichen Sächsischen Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften

zu Leipzig, mathematisch-physikalische Klasse, vol. 55 (1903), pp. 131-145;

vol. 57 (1905), pp. 49-67, 313-314. Bolza, these Transactions, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 459-488;
Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, §78; Bendiconti del Circolo Matemático

di Palermo, vol.31, pp. 257-272.
X Lehrbuch der Variationsrechnung, Abschnitt VII, §§59,60;ArchivderMathematik

und Physik, vol. 24 (1915), p. 26.
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It will be convenient to use indices with the following ranges:

i,j = 0,1,...,«,        r,s, t — 1, 2, ...,n,

a, ß = 0,1,... ,m.

The symbol F will be used to denote the sum

F(x,yo,..-,yn,i/o,...,y'n,X0,...,Xm) =]£xa(x) <pa(x,y0,...,yn,y'o,...,y'n)
a

the ¿'s being those functions of x sometimes called the Lagrange multipliers.

The existence of such functions, not all identically zero on Xi x2 and forming

with the functions q>a the Euler-Lagrange equations given below, is a necessary

condition for a minimum.* Partial derivatives will be indicated by appropriate

subscripts and it will frequently be convenient to introduce the symbols

Fi = dF/dyi;       d — dF/dy'i.

The Euler-Lagrange equations for the Mayer problem written in these

notations are

(2) Fi-^Gi = 0;  q>a = 0.

A solution of these equations will be called an extremal.

Consider an it-parameter family of extremals

yt — Yi(x, aL, ..., On),

(3)
A« — ytK yx, ai, • • •, On)•

Let the parameters aL, ..., an be restricted to a region 21 and the variable x

subject to the condition ^ (a1; ..., an) < x <¡ $t(oi> • • • j «»), where £i

and ?2 are continuous functions of ax, ..., atl such that £i(ai, ..., an)

< ?2(ai, ..., On). Let the extremals, in addition to satisfying equations (2),

have the following properties:

(1) The functions yi, y\, are of class C'.t

(2) These functions define points for which the g>a aie of class C".

(3) Along each extremal G0 ̂  0.

(4) The determinant |9M,/3as| is everywhere different from zero.

* Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, p. 574.

t The word class is used as by Bolza, Vorlesungen über Variationsrechnung, pp. 13, 63.
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The implicit function theorem establishes the existence of inverse functions

Or = Ar(x,yt, ...,yn).

Define a function

60(x,yi, ...,yn) = Yo(x, At, ..., An),

so that 60(x, Yi, ..., Yn) = Y0(x, ax, ..., an). Then

yo = 60(x,yi, ..., yn)

is the equation of a surface on which lie the extremals (3).

The projections of these extremals then simply cover a region in the

space x, 2/1, ..., yn, which may be called the field g'. The slope functions

and the multiplier functions of %' are respectively defined by the sets of

equations

Pi(x,yi, ...,yn) = Y'i(x, Ai,..., A„),

P<*(X, yX, ...,Un)   =  ¿ec(x, Ai, ..., An).

The equations y0 = 60 (x, yi, ..., yn), yr = yr, yó — Oó (x, yi, ..., yn),

y'r — Pr (x, yi, ..., yn) define a transformation between the region ^' and

a region in the (2n-(-3)-space (x, yo, yi,..., yn, y'o, yi, ■ • •, y'n) in which,

from the hypotheses on the family (3), the functions <p„ are of class C". The

result of substituting the functions 00, pi, /»« for y0, y'i, Xa respectively in the

expressions for F, Fi, 6?,-, and <pa will be denoted by enclosing the symbols in

brackets, as [F].

Definition of Mayer field

The region g' will be called a Mayer field, if the integral

X

(4) I* =J \-[FlGo} + ^Pi[GilG9]—2yr[GrfGo]}dx
Xo

is independent of the path in %'.   The integral (4) will be called the Hubert

integral.

The equations

(5) dAldyr— dBjdx = 0;        d Brldys—d Bs/dyr = 0,

where A = — [F/GíoJ + ^¿jjíLo!¿/Gío], Br = — [GJG0], are the conditions

that the integral (4) be independent of the path.   Since the family (3) satisfies
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equations <2), it is true that [F] = 0. By the use of this fact and by the

addition and subtraction of the expression ¿£sps 3 [Gr/G0]/dys the following

set of equations may be derived from the first group of equations (5):

[G0] (oA/dyr- oBrlox) = ¡[-£ A] - [Frli -1Gr/Go] i[~ 0o] -[Poll

(6) -[F0){deo/dyr +[Gr/Go]}

— [G0] 2ps (9 Bjd xjr — 9 Pr/9 ys).
s

Since the arcs are extremals, the first two terms on the right in formula (6)

vanish.

Theorem. If the derivative F0 is zero, the necessary and sufficient condition

for the region %' to be a Mayer field is

(7) d[G.)/dyr = d[Gr]ldy8;

if F0 is different from zero, the necessary and sufficient condition for the Mayer

field is
(8) ddo/dyr = — [Gr/Go].

When P0 is zero, it appears from the relation (6) that the second group of

equations (5) is the necessary and sufficient condition for the Mayer field.

Since, for an extremal, the vanishing of P0 implies that G0 is a constant, these

equations reduce to the form (7) given in the theorem. For the Lagrange

problem in «-space regarded as a Mayer problem in (n + l)-space, P0 vanishes.

The condition (7) is that with which Bolza begins his study of Mayer fields

for the Lagrange problem.*

Suppose Fo is not identically zero. The relation (6) shows that the

equations (8) are necessary conditions for a Mayer field. They are also suffi-

cient, since from them follows the second group of equations (5), and these

with (2) and (6) give the first group of (5).

The statement and proof of the Weierstrass theorem which can be estabUshed

for the extremals of this field should be prefaced by a word as to the form

which the Weierstrass P-function assumes in the Mayer problem. The writer

has in a former paperi developed as a necessary condition for a strong relative

minimum the non-negative character of an P-function defined as follows:

*Rendiconti del Circolo Matemático di Palermo, vol.31, pp. 257-272.

tThese Transactions, vol. 20 (1919), p. 1.
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E = F(x, e0, ..., en, y'o, ..., y'n, Xo, ..., Xm)

— F(x, eo, ..., en, eo, ..., en, Xo, • •., Xm)

— ¿(y'i — e¿) Gi(x, e0, ..., en, eó, ..., e'n, X0, ..., Xm),
i

the curve yi = ei (x) being a minimizing arc and the direction (yó,..., y'n) such

that at a point x3, between xt and xt, x3, ei(x3), and y\ satisfy the equations (1).

This demonstration proceeded on the hypothesis that the derivative G0 (which

does not vanish along the minimizing arc) is negative. For G0 positive the

signs in the P-function should be reversed. In other words, the necessary

condition really established was

— EIGo > 0 .

Theorem. Suppose the arc E(yi = e¿ (x)) is an extremal arc and that its

projection in the space x, yx,..,, yn lies in a Mayer field $'. E passes through

Px (xx, yn) and its projection in the (n + l)-space joins PJ (xx, yri) to P2(x2, yr2).

Let V(yi = Vi(x)) be an arc satisfying the equations q>a = 0 and joining Pi

to a point whose projection in the space x,yx,... ,ynisP2. Call the projections

of E and V in this space E' and V.   Then

Xt

(9) v o (x2) = eo (xt) + I  j— ~iE(x,v,p,f>)dx,

Xi

ivhere E in the Weierstrass E-function.

The definition (4) shows that along the arc E'

X X

Ik =   \ Podx =   Id (e0 (x)).

Xt X,

Since g' is a Mayer field, the value of the integral P along the curve E' is

the same as its value along V.  Therefore

v0(xt) — e0 (x2) + v0 (x2) — Iy.t — y0i

Xt X,

= eo(xt)-\-J v'o(x) dx-J {-[F/G0]+2[Gi/G0]pi-'2[Gr/Go]vr)dx
x,

x.

= eo (xt) + J{[F/G0] +^ [GilGo] W -Pi)} dx
X,
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The integrand in the last expression on the right is not affected by writing

into it the additional term —F(x,vi, v'i, Xct)lG0 (x, vi, v\, Xa) since this term

is identically zero, when the arc V satisfies the equations q>tt = 0. The

formula (9) is thus obtained.

2. The structure of a Mayer field

Theorem. Consider an n-parameter family of extremals of the type described

m § 1. If %' is a Mayer field in the sense of§ 1, the sums ^f[Gi] dyildar

vanish identically; conversely, if these sums vanish identically, there is at least

a neighborhood in which the Hubert integral is independent of the path.

The proof of the first part of the theorem is immediate from the con-

dition (8); for

^ = Z^^-=-2iOs¡o0]
dYs

dar s    "àys   dar s 9«r

This is equivalent to

ZlGi}^ = 0.
i aar

For a proof of the second part of the theorem, consider a set (x, a\, ..., a'n)

corresponding to a point of $'. In a neighborhood of this point there is defined

6o(%>yu   •••>  Vn)  ==   Yo(x,Ai,   ...,  An),

the Ar being the inverse functions of the field. Then, if the sums ̂ {[Gi\ dYildor

vanish,

!*•    - y!?2. Ml —   _yrß/ßl *Ii Ü£
dyr      -f das   dyr ' ^^l^o\ da¡   ^ .

If the identity

yt = Yt(x,Ai, ..., An)

be differentiated with respect to yr, it appears that

V dYt   dA3

s   da    dyr
= àtr,

the symbol ôtr having the value unity when t is equal to r and zero, when t

is different from r. It follows that

9e» =--[<&/<*].
dy
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Then at least in a neighborhood of the point corresponding to a[, ..., a'r the

Hubert integral is independent of the path.

Theorem. The sums ^i G% 9 Yi/d ar are independent of x along each extremal

of the family (3).
From the hypotheses on Yi, Yi, st^ it follows that

F(x, «j,..., an) = F(x, Y0, ...,Yr,YÓ,...,Y„,yfo,..., Jm) = 0.

Suppose all the a's are fixed except a,- and that x is independent of Or. Then

dF/dar = 0, or

2FidYi/3ar-r-2}GidYi/dar+2(pac)^tt/dar = 0.
i i a

Since the equations q>a = 0 are satisfied, this can be written

?lFí_jU)!2í+jL vOl|K=0,
i \ dx     I  dar       dx *T     9 ar

Since equations (2) are satisfied by these extremals, the statement of the

theorem is established.

Corollary. If the expression under the integral sign in (A) is an exact

differential for a special value ofx, say x = Xo, it is so for any value of x.

It is thus clear that, in order for the expression of (4) to be an exact diffe-

rential for the entire field, it is necessary and sufficient that the conditions

2i[Gi] 9 Yi/d Or — 0 shall be satisfied at the intersection of the field with
the "hypersurface" x = xo.

Bandolph-Macon Woman's College,

Lynchburg, Va.


